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“The way we collect, process, sell, buy and prepare food is both a
necessary industry and a daily art that expresses what it be is to
alive.”1
-Paul Freedman
***
If we are to accept Marc Bloch’s assertion that history “is an endeavor toward better
understanding,”2 and Paul Freedman’s claims about what food signifies for societies, then the
value of food history is self-evident: it is a means of better understanding. But it has been only
over the course of the last three decades that food history has become established,
institutionalized, and influential within the mainstream of professional history. The Annalistes
planted seeds in the mid-20th century that would germinate closer to the turn of the new
millennium. The subsequent emergence and development of the unique study of food in history
was influenced not only by other historiographies, but by other social sciences, the rise of
popular food history, and by social movements themselves. As approaches to food history
continue to diversify, the possibilities for fresh scholarship across time and space continue to
expand. As a result, the prospects of moving “toward better understanding” expand, as well.
Arguably, the embryonic stage of this historiography can be found outside the field of
history, around the turn of the 20th century with sociologists like Emile Durkheim and Max
Weber. Durkheim’s “unifying vision of a ‘science of human society,’”3 is exemplified by such
works as The Elementary Forms of Religious Life. In the wake of World War I, a new generation
of French historians felt compelled to turn away from nationalist political histories in the von
Rankean tradition and embark instead on a history that strove to “understand how people in
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structured society behave.”4 In the inaugural issue of the journal Annales in 1929, Marc Bloch
and Lucien Febvre challenged historians to embrace such a project by taking an interdisciplinary
approach, borrowing in particular from the social sciences. 5
It took time for food itself to become a focal point. In the same year that Annales
launched, Earl J. Hamilton published a paper in the Journal of Political Economy entitled
“Wages and Subsistence on Spanish Treasure Ships, 1503-1660.”6 This early attempt to analyze
and make meaning of servicemen’s rations prefigured a rash of such studies in Annales after the
second World War, climaxing in the 1960s. But this was a sub-genre focused primarily on
matters of diet and economics.7 In the meantime, the Annalistes continued developing their
broader explanatory model, as embodied in Bloch’s seminal Feudal Society (1940), which
focused on “analyzing the material structures of society” in medieval Europe.8
A few years later, in 1944, Febvre advocated for historians to train their attention on food
specifically, in order to be responsive to pressing social issues of the day:
[T]he call pointed to the need for scientific approaches (history
being one of them) to address problems of subsistence. With a
growing awareness of [contemporary] poverty and famine in Africa
and Asia, Febvre pointed to the need for historians to respond to
the world crisis of hunger and malnutrition with a longer
perspective that “recalled human reality.”9
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It was not long before, at mid-century, Fernand Braudel was discussing the
“Mediterranean diet” as a defining characteristic of civilizations of the region over a longue
durée from the “Greeks and Romans through the early modern period.”10 Next came a transition
from Braudel’s sort of “purely quantitative sociological methods (statistics of the consumption of
meat over time or in particular locales) to larger questions of cultural approaches and contexts.”11
But it was a long transition. In the 1960s, it was work done by thinkers from the other social
sciences that would only later move the history of food to more cultural approaches. For
example:
In The Raw and the Cooked [in 1964] the anthropologist Claude
Lévi-Strauss divided human civilizations by food preparation
methods…. Such divisions were embraced and employed [more
widely], ultimately contributing to the formation of foodways: the
history of how a group or society feeds itself and what that signals
about identity.12
The intellectual currents set in motion by the social justice movements of the Sixties
would begin swirling to greater effect in the 1970s. Food history, for example, still out of the
scholarly mainstream, began to intermingle with environmental history.13 Representative of this
moment is Alfred Crosby’s 1972 Columbian Exchange. In his preface, Crosby channels the spirit
of the Annalistes in championing interdisciplinary cooperation in the name of addressing
contemporary challenges:
I am the first to appreciate that historians, geologists,
anthropologists, zoologists, botanists, and demographers will see
me as an amateur in their particular fields. I anticipate their
criticism by agreeing with them in part and replying that, although
10

Watts, “Food and the Annales School,” 9.
Albert Sonnenfeld, “Preface,” in Food: A Culinary History from Antiquity to the Present, ed. Albert Sonnenfeld
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Warren Belasco, “Introduction: Food History as a Field,” in Food in Time and Place: The American Historical
Association Companion to Food History, eds. Paul Freedman, Joyce E. Chaplin, and Ken Albala (Oakland:
University of California Press, 2014), 6.
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the Renaissance is long past, there is great need for Renaissancestyle attempts at pulling together the discoveries of the specialists
to learn what we know, in general, about life on this planet.14
This notion of fusing historical considerations of change over time with anthropological
interrogations of structures of meaning, all with a view to raising questions about the presentday, brought food history to new prominence in 1985 with the publication of Sidney Mintz’s
Sweetness and Power: The Place of Sugar in Modern History. Summarizing and advocating for
his particular approach, Mintz asserted that, “[h]uman beings do create social structures, and do
endow events with meaning; but these structures and meanings have historical origins that shape,
limit, and help to explain such creativity.”15 What Mintz did in particular in Sweetness and
Power was to demonstrate “how sugar and slavery fueled the spread of capitalism and
transformed European and American foodways, providing a new fuel for working people and a
new commodity for empires in the making.”16
Mintz’s work remains influential. His 2015 obituary in the New York Times records that
Sweetness and Power ultimately earned him a reputation as “the father of food anthropology.”17
At the time the book’s publication, however, professional historians of food remained on the
margins. Warren Belasco was one such lonely scholar of the day. While the Annalistes had
always encouraged interdisciplinary scholarship, Belasco recalls having had a more practical
motivation for his outreach across disciplines in the 1980s: it was for “help” that he turned to
these colleagues to advance his work that focused on food and the counterculture in the 1960s:

14

Alfred W. Crosby, The Columbian Exchange: Biological and Cultural Consequences of 1492 (Westport:
Greenwood Press, 1972), VIX-XV.
15
Sidney Mintz, Sweetness and Power: The Place of Sugar in Modern History (New York: Penguin Books, 1985),
XXX.
16
Harvey Green, “Cultural Turn and the Material(s) Turn,” Cultural History, 1, no. 1 (April 2012): 74.
17
Sam Roberts, “Sidney Mintz, Father of Food Anthropology, Dies at 93,” New York Times, January 3, 2016,
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/30/us/sidney-mintz-father-of-food-anthropology-dies-at-93.html.
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Anthropologists provided definitions of cuisine, taboos, and ‘food
habits’; folklorists were beginning to research ‘foodways’;
sociologists offered observations about the social significance of
meals; psychologists had interesting taste, flavor, and choice
experiments; nutritional ecologists and rural sociologists were
developing bold ‘food systems’ analyses; and media scholars had
done some of the spadework of applying hegemony theory to
American popular culture.18
In Belasco’s view, beginning in the 1990s and into the 2000s, food history finally shifted
into the institutional mainstream, resulting in a boom in scholarship. This was reflected by the
establishment of survey courses, graduate programs, scholarly associations, and journals such as
Food and Foodways (est. 1989) and the University of California Press’s Gastronomica (est.
2000). Why was professional history so late to fully embrace food as a topic fit for serious
academic study, compared to earlier adopters in the social sciences? Belasco wonders if history’s
“relative conservatism” is to blame. He also argues that it was only when historians’ attention to
various “isms” – feminism, multiculturalism, environmentalism, anti-modernism, neoliberalism
– hit a crescendo that food was brought into focus as a matter of course.19 “Women’s studies,”
for example, “legitimized previously ignored aspects of women’s work, much of it foodrelated.”20
The rise of popular food history around the new millennium, epitomized by Michael
Pollan’s Omnivore’s Dilemma and Mark Kurlansky’s commodity histories, has also added a
unique dynamic to the work of professional food history. Addressing this issue, Matt Garcia
cautions that, “we need to be wary of those who profess mastery of the complicated set of

18

Belasco, “Introduction: Food History as a Field,” 2-3.
Belasco, “Introduction: Food History as a Field,” 5-7.
20
Belasco, “Introduction: Food History as a Field,” 6.
19
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relationships that bring food to our tables. The best treatments of food explore the interactions
among multiple actors and the influences of various policies and histories.”21
Food history in 2020, then, is a distinct sub-discipline that, in the spirit of the Annalistes,
seeks to excavate what Braudel called the “structures of everyday life”22 in part to draw
connections to contemporary societal challenges. In recent decades, this has meant a focus in
particular on marginalized groups and discourses related to them. A representative work might
be Rebecca de Souza’s 2019 Feeding the Other: Whiteness, Privilege, and Neoliberal Stigma in
Food Pantries, which:
focuses on the intersection of race, white privilege, neoliberalism,
and stories of those experiencing food insecurity by pointedly
centering the personal experiences of people accessing food
pantries, highlighting and trusting their expertise on issues around
poverty and hunger.23
The value and potential of food as a way of advancing our understandings of particular
times and places in history is exemplified in the case of the so-called “Middle Ages.” It was
Renaissance writers who first tagged the millennium that fell between the Fall of Rome and their
own era of “rebirth” an unfortunate “middle.” Enlightenment thinkers further sharpened this
image of a medieval period characterized by superstition and ignorance, brought mercifully to a
close only by the rediscovery of classical culture.24 This legacy of an imagined Middle Ages as
polemically useful has resulted, on the one hand, in the prevalence of absurd Monty Pythonesque stereotypes about the ‘nasty, brutish, and short’ nature of life in the so-called ‘Dark

21
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Ages.’25 But there are more pernicious medieval nostalgias, as well. In many ways, the work of
medieval historians of the late-twentieth and early-twenty-first centuries has been to
demythologize the Middle Ages on a scholarly basis.
It is to Bloch and the Annalistes who we must again turn to understand the emergence of
a true “endeavor toward better understanding” what we think of as the medieval era. In the
decades following Feudal Society came explorations of the place of the Middle Ages in the
longue durée and of medieval mentalité, perhaps best represented respectively by Braudel’s
works on the Mediterranean and Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie’s Montaillou (1975). By the 1980s,
the cultural and poststructuralist turns26 had opened up the path for such works as Peter Brown’s
Body and Society: Men, Women, and Sexual Renunciation in Early Christianity (1988) and John
Boswell’s Christianity, Social Tolerance, and Homosexuality: Gay People in Western Europe
from the Beginning of the Christian Era to the Fourteenth Century (1980).
The move toward the histories of identity and the increasing focus on marginalized
communities brought new relevance to scholarship in the 1990s. Nearly thirty years before
Brexit, medievalist Patrick Geary was writing in 1992 about the contemporary “crisis of
European identity” in his monograph debunking myths of the medieval births of nations.27 In the
preface of the new paperback release (2015) of his 1996 Communities of Violence: Persecution
of Minorities in the Middle Ages, David Nirenberg reflects: “When I wrote Communities of
Violence the need to understand the creative and destructive potentials produced by [Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam] in their relations with each other seemed to me a most pressing

25

Brianna Rennix, “The Middle Ages Were Pretty Interesting, Actually,” Current Affairs, February 12, 2018,
https://www.currentaffairs.org/2018/02/the-middle-ages-were-pretty-interesting-actually.
26
Miri Rubin, “What is Cultural History Now?,” in What Is History Now?, ed. David Cannadine (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2002), 89.
27
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2002), 1.
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question,”28 noting that the book was published the same year as Samuel Huntington’s Clash of
Civilizations and in the wake of the First Intifada.29
In the meantime, the rise of globalization coincided with the rise of global history, which
has reshuffled conventional strictures around historical space and time. Summarizing the
thinking of Dipesh Chakrabarty, Peter Claus and John Marriott write that:
the so-called European age yielded to other global powers
sometime toward the middle of the twentieth century, and the idea
that the European experience can somehow stand for a universal
human history no longer obtains.30
Prior to this moment in the historiography, medieval history had been particularly
limiting. In explicitly calling for a shift to a “Global Middle Ages” in 2018, Catherine Holmes
and Naomi Standen note that:
There are several reasons for this marginalization. One is the still
ubiquitous idea that truly global history only began with European
long-distance maritime expeditions in the early modern centuries.
Another is the usually unstated but persistently powerful
assumption about the backwardness of the Middle Ages. Also
inhibiting are approaches which regard the medieval world as
intrinsically alternative to the modern; or post-colonialist anxieties
about linking such an apparently Eurocentric term as ‘Middle
Ages’ to anything called ‘global’.31
A global shift requires, among other things, jettisoning the approach in which white
Europeans are framed as the “protagonists” of medieval history and in which non-whites, if they
appear at all, portray the role of the other. The dire need for this correction was put into stark
relief following the attacks of September 11th, 2001. Once U.S. President George W. Bush
invoked the crusades in the rhetoric of his so-called “War on Terror,” Crusades historian

28

David Nirenberg, Communities of Violence: Persecution of Minorities in the Middle Ages – Updated Edition
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2015), xv.
29
Nirenberg, Communities of Violence, vii-viii.
30
Claus and Marriott, History, 325.
31
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Christopher Tyerman observes, “[t]he crusades… ceased to be a subject for disagreement
between academics; they were thrust back into the arena of political debate and often violent and
bloody political action.”32
Increasingly, over the past two decades, it has been the extreme right wing that has
mobilized distortions of the medieval past as propaganda. Describing this state of affairs as
“urgent” for historians of the Middle Ages, founding executive editor of The Medieval Globe
Carol Symes wrote in 2017 that:
nationalist and racist discourses are now being fueled by a toxic
nostalgia for nonexistent eras of ethnic homogeneity. Fears that
“innate” European or “Western” identities are being threatened by
immigration are heavily indebted to false narratives of some
preternatural ethnic purity rooted in medieval European soil.33
Homage to such false narratives has been paid at the murderous 2017 “Unite the Right” rally in
Charlottesville, Virginia;34 by the son of the current American president;35 and even in
Bolsonaro’s Brazil,36 not to mention in Europe itself.
Connected to all of this is the emergence from the idea of a “Global Middle Ages” of
accompanying scholarship around race in the Middle Ages, including considerations of “racial
thinking, racial law, racial formation, and racialized behaviors and phenomena in medieval
Europe before the emergence of a recognizable vocabulary of race.”37 In an era in which

32

Christopher Tyerman, The Debate on the Crusades (New York: Manchester University Press, 2011), 235.
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historians from a wide spectrum of specialties have increasingly joined in the general public
discourse, particularly on social media,38 scholars battling fantasies of ahistorical ‘eras of ethnic
homogeneity’ have been among those jumping into the fray.39
If the work of moving toward a “better understanding” of the medieval world started with
Bloch and the Annales, it matured and flourished with the infusion of cultural studies in the
postwar world and, in a globalized, postcolonial era, has become a political and moral
imperative. The study of medieval food has more than tracked with these general trends in the
study of both the Middle Ages and food in history generally; it has profoundly influenced them.
In a 2010 review essay, Christopher Woolgar showed how the study of medieval food evolved in
the twentieth century from an initial focus on diet and food production – the study of how people
kept themselves alive – to new explorations of food consumption and of cultures of food, enabled
in part by new approaches to old evidence and borrowings from other disciplines. 40 A review of
a selection of works in the field from recent decades speaks to the blossoming of the kind of
scholarship Febvre called for in 1944, and to the as-yet unrealized potential for reconstructing a
medieval globe on a culinary basis.
Studies of medieval European women and food were significant contributions to the
feminist scholarship referenced by Belasco. Caroline Walker Bynum’s 1987 Holy Feast and
Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval Women and Judith M. Bennett’s Ale,
Beer, and Brewsters in England are two very different books exploring gender and food in the

38
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Middle Ages in distinct ways, but both have clear implications beyond their immediate areas of
focus. Both historians are explicit about those implications.
Bynum saw her work as a disruptive interjection into the prevailing dialogue around
spirituality in high medieval Europe. Indeed, she stipulated that her study was meant as a
response to the dominant scholarship that takes for granted “poverty and chastity as the basic
motifs of religious life,”41 referencing recent work by seven historians – all male – as
illustrative.42 This scholarship was reflective, she claimed, of contemporary fixations on sex and
money. Perhaps it is no coincidence that among the highest-grossing American films the year in
which Holy Feast was published were Fatal Attraction and Wall Street.43 Bynum sought to
elevate a third factor above poverty and chastity: food-related religious practices. She asserted
that food was both “a more significant motif in late medieval spirituality than most historians
have recognized,” and, further, that it was “a more important motif in women’s piety than in
men’s.”44
Holy Feast is social, religious, and gender history, but is also something more. Bynum’s
focus on the ways in which some medieval women exercised agency through their interactions
with food and her engagement with contemporary discourses on women and eating45 situates her
within feminist scholarship, as well as medievalism. Perhaps the most unique aspect of the book
is found in the chapter on food as an outlet through which religious women were able to exert
control. Here, Bynum explored whether the more extreme fasting behavior described in her

41

Caroline Walker Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval Women
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987), 1.
42
Bynum, Holy Feast, 307.
43
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sources can be considered a form of anorexia nervosa as defined by modern psychologists.
Psychohistory, John Tosh explains, “dwells on the complexity and inconsistency of human
behavior,”46 and that seems to be an aspect of what Bynum does here.
Bynum drew primarily but not exclusively on two types of sources: the writings of the
mystics whose experiences she explores, and hagiography written about such mystics and other
saints. She also used more pedestrian sources to demonstrate that at least some of the remarkable
food-related practices we see in the mystics’ writing and hagiography is evidenced elsewhere
and was not necessarily limited to extraordinary holy women; for example, “vignettes from
chronicles… suggest that food abstinence frequently characterized women who were not
considered saints.”47 Bynum has not uncovered new sources but has instead introduced new
ways for us to read them. This notion of unleashing existing sources in new ways is, as Woolgar
has shown, a hallmark of medieval food scholarship.
In a 1999 interview, Bynum reflected that “[t]he most fundamental misconception among
the general public is that the Middle Ages was a dark and bleak time characterized by rampant
misogyny and therefore by an almost complete lack of–to use the current buzzword–female
‘agency.’”48 Holy Feast’s accomplishment is not only to have started a new dialogue around
food, symbology, gender, and medieval understandings of the world, but also to prompt us to
consider connections between contemporary, gendered discourses around food and eating and
the seemingly bizarre ways in which some medieval women made meaning from food.

46

Tosh, The Pursuit of History, 217.
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Bennett’s Ale, Beer, and Brewsters similarly asks new questions of extant sources and
has a point to make about women in the present day. When Bennett embarked on the study of
women in the brewing industry in medieval England, the question she sought to answer was
strictly one of change. At the apex of the High Middle Ages, around 1300, brewsters – female
brewers – “did most of the brewing in most places.”49 Why, then, as previous scholarship had
shown, did women’s participation in the ale trade decline over the last few centuries of the
Middle Ages? But as she interrogated her sources, Bennett discovered that this was a story of
both change and continuity. The key change was that, after the Black Death, with higher
standards of living came greater consumption of ale, and “as people from all social strata began
to drink [it] more often, brewers had more business than ever before.” With the emergence of
new technology, urbanization and gilds, brewing became more highly skilled, professionalized
and male-dominated; women were no longer at the center of the industry. So, where was the
continuity?
In 1300, brewsters were able to work because the trade was
accessible to them; as low-status, low-skilled, poorly remunerated
work, it attracted little male participation and it suited the domestic
responsibilities of many women. In 1600, women still worked in
areas of brewing that remained low status, low skilled, and poorly
paid or that could be accommodated to family needs: they hawked
ale in the streets, they sold ale from their homes, and they carried
ale on their backs from brewhouses to clients.50
The continuity was in the subordinated nature of women’s work. And here is where Bennett
makes her contemporary connection. “In 1300, in 1600, and unless things change dramatically in
the next few years, in 2000, most ‘women's work’ can be characterized as low skilled, low status,

49

Judith M. Bennett, Ale, Beer and Brewsters in England: Women’s Work in a Changing World, 1300-1600 (New
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50
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and poorly remunerated.”51 Bennett’s warning was well-founded. A paper presented at the
January 2020 World Economic Forum Annual Meeting established not only that the gender pay
cap persists globally, but that it may worsen as a result of automation and growing skill gaps.52
Bennett identified not only a continuity from 1300 to 1600, but through to 2020, as well.
In Ale, Beer, and Brewsters, her task becomes unabashedly political: “I have tried,” she
states, "to give patriarchy a history by showing how, in one trade, the broad relationship between
male advantage and female disadvantage remained unchanged in a changing world.”53 Bennett
addresses the interaction between feminism and scholarship in a footnote, in a compelling
articulation of the ways in which Belasco’s “isms” have enhanced the history of food:
As I was recently reminded by a graduate student who asked me a
question about what she called "feminist bias" in history, this book
might seem schizophrenic to some readers: hard research and
careful analysis, on the one hand, and feminist interpretation, on
the other. Yet these two elements are complementary, not
contradictory. As I have explained elsewhere, feminism enriches
scholarship—opening up new questions, investigating new
archival sources, and developing new interpretations.54
Departing from feminist medieval food history for now, another trend in medieval food
history that has emerged especially over the past two decades is the survey that takes a broad
view of food and foodways in a particular space. We will briefly consider such treatments of
Europe overall; England; the Byzantine Empire; and the Middle East. Collectively, these works
demonstrate how much we now know about food in these places at this time, and where the
scholarship can go next.

51
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The Italian food medievalist Massimo Montanari’s 2012 Medieval Tastes: Food,
Cooking, and the Table, released in English translation in 2015, is a wide-ranging survey of
experiences of food in our period – elite and poor, clerical and lay. By drawing on established
primary sources and synthesizing the most relevant secondary literary, Montanari strives to help
the reader achieve a “greater intimacy” with the Middle Ages through an authentic, historicallysound reconstruction of European cuisine of the era, in contrast to inaccurate “fantasies”
conjured up by pop culture.55 In asking if such cuisine can now truly be reproduced, the author
admits that:
However we may try, we cannot eradicate from our brain our
experience of Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven… and so can never
relive the experience of someone a few centuries ago who heard
Ars Nova as avant-guard music. On an intellectual level, ‘full
immersion’ in the past can work to some degree, but on an
emotional level, it is technically impossible.56
That being stipulated, Montanari goes about the work of his “reproduction” through several sets
of chapters – first on sources and vocabulary; then on particular foodstuffs; and finally on
various settings and experiences.
The idea of longue durée is apparent throughout, including in a chapter on bread.
Montanari acknowledges Braudel’s concept of the “civilizing plant” which becomes “the center
around which the whole human experience revolved: economy, society, politics, and culture.” It
is in discussions such as this that notions of a comparative, global longue durée come into view.
“This is what allows us to talk about ‘civilizing plants’: for the populations of East Asia, rice; for
the inhabitants of Central and South America, corn; for Africans, sorghum and later manioc; and
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for Mediterranean, wheat.”57 The volume concludes with a discussion of the emergence of new
concepts of ‘taste’ in the early modern period, providing a contrast to a medieval mentalité of
cuisine driven primarily by humoral considerations. Despite significant errors in the English
translation,58 Montanari’s work serves as an important broad-based foundation for all things food
and drink in medieval Europe.
Woolgar, who we have already met as an authority on medieval food, embarks on a
survey of topical scope comparable to Montanari’s, with a narrower spatial frame, in his 2016
Culture of Food in England, 1200-1500. Apart from geography, arguably what distinguishes
Woolgar’s work from Montanari’s is both his sharper focus on systems of meaning, and his
aggressive, original excavation of primary sources – in particular, court, household, and
monastery records and literature – to form hypothesis about both elite and what he calls
“demotic” eating and drinking.
There are a number of unifying themes that anchor the survey. Prominent among them is
the prevalence of religious meaning within food cultures. Food, after all, is front and center in
the Christian tradition. To take one example: “The central act of Christian worship, the Mass,
centred round a re-enactment of a meal and of a miracle, the transubstantiation of bread and
wine; the use of the chalice was mirrored in many secular rituals of eating and drinking.”59
Woolgar illustrates the varied ways in which religious considerations dictated how people
interacted with and thought about food. Among other things, this resulted in a kind of uneasiness
around temptations of gluttony and the importance of abstinence, especially as dictated by the
religious calendar. Another unifying idea is the tendency among both the peasantry and clergy to
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emulate the customs of the “elite table.” Woolgar further suggests that these sorts of borrowings
did not only work one way and that peasant practice may also have trickled upward in some
cases. Other recurring motifs include changes in people’s interactions with and views of food
following the Black Death; connections between food and almsgiving; and commemoration
through food-related rituals. Woolgar lays the groundwork for these and other themes to be taken
on more fully in future studies.
Woolgar’s work falls directly in line with the broader historiography we have discussed
here, representing a hybrid exploration of mentalité and poststructuralist analysis of how, as
Roger Chartier put it, “a specific social reality was constructed, how people conceived of it and
how they interpreted it to others.”60
In his 2003 Tastes of Byzantium: The Cuisine of a Legendary Empire, Andrew Dalby
gives the Mediterranean a starring role in the cuisine of the Eastern Roman Empire. Dalby’s
survey of Byzantine foodways, stretching from the 4th century reign of Constantine through to
the Ottoman conquest in 1453, is in some ways a classic exploration of the “structures of
everyday life” in that it describes the ways in which the culinary aspects of the society were
shaped by forces such as the Sea and also by the church calendar and the dietary advice of
physicians, founded upon Galenic medical theory.61
Dalby draws on Byzantine writers and their classical Greek and Roman counterparts to
get at the Byzantine culinary experience. In addition, he cites texts by travelers from Russia,
France, England, and the Arabic-speaking world. While this in some ways reflects
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Constantinople’s position as a crossroads between east and west and north and south, one
wonders if a more exhaustive review of the sources would also include relevant texts in Persian,
Chinese, Sanskrit, and so forth. Dalby further confesses to relying primarily on literary and
scientific texts and leaving aside monastic rules and pedestrian government records that might
further expand the picture.62
Despite these limitations, Tastes of Byzantium in many instances is able to offer new
insight into ways in which understandings of food helped shape the lives not only of Byzantines,
but also of those with whom they came into contact, peacefully and otherwise. The role of spices
is a powerful example. “The spice market is now a familiar feature of Istanbul,” Dalby observes.
“Long before the city had this name it was already a focus of long distance trade, and in those
days spices and aromatics were among the most important and the most costly trading
commodities.”63 In a vignette reminiscent of descriptions of the Christmas Truces of the Great
War, Dalby relates a story depicted by the 7th century writer Theophylact Simocatta, recording
events surrounding a 6th century standoff at Byzantium’s northern frontier, where imperial troops
defended against Avar invaders. Under siege as winter wore on and the Eastern Orthodox Feast
of the Passion and Resurrection approached, the Byzantine troops “faced famine” and were
stunned when the opposing Avar “Khagan miraculously made an offer” to relieve them.
[A]fter guarantees from both sides a five-day truce was agreed:
fears were allayed, and the Khagan sent wagons laden with food to
the starving [Byzantines]. This instance of enemy compassion is
still counted as a miracle. Three days later, while the Romans were
enjoying this unexpected windfall, the Khagan sent [Byzantine
general] Priscus a request for some Indian spices. The general, in
response, sent pepper, tejpat, cassia and putchuk, and the enemy
leader took great pleasure in these exotic aromas. During the
subsequent cease-fire, which lasted until the [Byzantines] had
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celebrated their great public festival, the two forces mingled with
no fear on either side.64
Some of Dalby’s more vivid portraits of Byzantium have an almost olfactory quality. To
wit: “Rosemary, though seldom if ever used in cookery in early medieval times, was among the
aromas (‘chips of pine and wreaths of ivy, bay, myrtle and rosemary’) that were used to improve
the streets of Constantinople in preparation for an imperial progress.”65 These evocative aromatic
moments are reminiscent of Montanari’s aspirations of getting at the authentic experience of
medieval food, as it was in place and time. Together, these aspects of the scholarship may be
seen as related to the emerging idea of sensory history, which:
stresses the role of the senses… in shaping people’s experience of
the past, shows how they understood their worlds and why, and is
(or, at least, should be) very careful not to assume that the senses
are some sort of ‘natural’ endowment, unchangeable and
constant.”66
Departing Western and Eastern Europe, we now turn to Lilia Zaouali’s 2007 Medieval
Cuisine of the Islamic World: A Concise History with 174 Recipes, originally published in Italian
and, in that same year, again in English translation. The first half of this volume is a historical
culinary survey of the time and place suggested by its title; the second half records recipes of and
inspired by the period in question. It draws heavily but not exclusively from four surviving
cookbooks; in his forward to the book, Charles Perry writes that, “Islam has the richest medieval
food literature in the world–there are more cookbooks in Arabic from before 1400 than in the
rest of the world’s languages put together.”67 Medieval Arabs were first to use written recipes in
the way developed societies do today. At the center of the history Zaouali brings to light is
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diversity and diffusion across and beyond the medieval Abode of Islam, and this expansiveness
is inherent in the four cookery texts themselves: they are from tenth century Baghdad and 13th
century Syria, Egypt, and Spain respectively.68
The story of food of the Islamic World in this period is intrinsically linked to the story of
Islamic expansion. This was a story of fusion from the start: “The regions conquered by Islam–
Berber, Coptic, Arab, and so on–were… profoundly influenced by Greco-Roman culture in the
west, and by both Persian and Greco-Roman culture in the east.”69 Perhaps not surprisingly, the
cookbooks of the east show pronounced eastern influences, while the Andalusian text reflects its
closer proximity to Berber, sub-Saharan African, Roman, and Visigothic traditions.70
Perry points out that the “sort of ceaseless, lurching, unpredictable change” in the story of
medieval Islamic cuisine “is typical of food history.”71 When Turkic peoples first appear on
stage, for example, they introduce a new strain into the cookery.72 Zaouali observes that once
modern nation-states emerged – or were imposed – fluid “Arab” or “Islamic” cuisines sorted
themselves into “national cuisines: Egyptian, Lebanese, Palestinian, Algerian, Yemeni, and so
on.”73 Her brief reflections on food, recipes, and identity – medieval74 and modern – are ripe for
further development.
A short comparative analysis by Perry in his forward is compelling, as well, and hints at
the possibilities of a robust global treatment. “With its sophisticated cooking techniques and
wide repertoire of dishes, medieval Arab cuisine was far more developed than European cuisine
of the time.” Arabs seem to have borrowed here and there – Europeans’ spicy fish sauces were
68
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attractive and more developed, likely as a result of their extensive experience working with fish
as a result of meat abstention requirements – but “to a far greater extent, where Muslims and
Christians were in contact, such as in Moorish Spain or Sicily and the Crusader kingdoms… it
was the Europeans who borrowed dishes.”75
If the study of medieval food is truly going global, Paul Freedman’s 2008 Out of the
East: Spices and the Medieval Imagination might prove to be a decisive step in that direction.
Out of the East explores the popularity in medieval Europe of the same “exotic” spices Dalby
explored from a Byzantine perspective. Freedman also probes how medieval Europeans
imagined the lands from which these spices came and, in so doing, gives new insight into the
ways in which these people constructed their world. Beyond this, Freedman tells a story that is
nearly global in scope. In his treatment of the role of spices in medieval Europe, the Near East,
Far East, and Africa do not exist merely in the “Western” imagination but as vibrant civilizations
to be studied with as much vigor as their European counterparts. Finally, Freedman shows the
direct connection between the medieval fixation on spices and the rise of European exploration
and empire. “European colonial profits and their consequences have moved much of world
history for the past five centuries,” he writes. “How those profits were imagined and realized
comes from the peculiar medieval ideas of rarity and plentitude.”76
Interestingly, Freedman’s lens widens in the telling of his tale. His first several chapters
explore the various uses medieval Europeans had for imported spices: in cooking to enhance
flavor and help regulate the four humors; as a source of medicine; and for their pleasant
fragrances. The aperture then starts to expand as he explores the economics of the spice trade,
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and the actual process by which, for example, pepper originating in India made its way to
Alexandria to be acquired by Venetians for sale in Nuremberg. Among other things, here he
shows how Europeans imagined the mysterious lands from which their prized spices came. The
tales were preposterous, but they took hold: “when Columbus was searching for the realms of
these precious commodities he was encouraged by reports of dog-headed people and other wellestablished semi-humans. Where they were to be found, he believed, so were spices.”77 The high
European demand for spices created incentives for European merchants to try to disintermediate
the Muslims who played such a vital role in the trade in the Eastern Mediterranean, and it is as
Freedman tells the stories of figures such as Marco Polo venturing further and further east that
we meet the (fully human) Arab, African, Indian, and Chinese players in the game. These
incentives ultimately compelled the Portuguese to invest in exploration and to begin
experimenting with colonization. Their various European counterparts would, of course, soon
start experimenting themselves.
The expansiveness of Freedman’s map is matched by the depth of his sources. The
European primary material itself is voluminous, from classical treatises in Greek and Latin to
medieval merchant manuals to murals and globes. But he also draws on Arabic and Chinese texts
to piece together a richer picture. The secondary sources on which Freedman builds tend to be
oriented around medieval food, cooking, and medicine as well as trade, commerce, geography
and exploration. Out of the East also explicitly builds on the ideas of Mintz’s Sweetness and
Power.
The medieval world portrayed here is interconnected in surprising ways. The role of
spices in both the economy and the imagination help to illuminate societies previously seen as
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“dark.” And, arguably, it is in the financial and ideological power of spices in this world that we
find the very roots of both the imperial early modern and globalized contemporary worlds.
Overall, Freedman thinks there’s more to be done with his topic: “The Middle Ages had its
glories and peculiarities, and while its distinctive theological, architectural, and geographical
ideas are widely understood, we continue to discover more about the peculiar notions of food and
health that were represented by the vogue for spices.”78
Looking to the future of medieval food studies, Woolgar reflects:
Much as we now recognize and sample different cultures by their
foods, restaurants and shops, we need to read the evidence for the
medieval period in similar ways. At the same time we can look
forward to syntheses of food, cuisine and consumption
encompassing a wider range of evidence, alongside new
perspectives brought by disciplines from archaeology to
anthropology. Rarely does the ability to see so much new material
come without major insights into the life of the past.79
The representative recent works discussed in some depth here represent the vitality of the
field. The two feminist works are themselves very distinct, and the broad surveys are distinct
from each other not only in their geographical scopes. What binds all of these studies together is
their ability to provide us what Bloch called “better understanding.” The work of the Annales
was, from the start, unapologetically aimed at addressing contemporary social ills through such
better understanding. If food historians are heirs to Bloch, Febvre, and Braudel, they are wellpositioned to helping address the kinds of social ills confronting medieval historians today.
Considering the future of the field in in 2002, John Super struck a hopeful tone around
the potential for public policy makers to rely increasingly on food historians to inform solutions
to contemporary problems. Given food history’s general momentum, Super predicted, “it should
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not be long before survey texts in history give food the attention that it deserves.”80 Jonathan
Deutsch and Jeffrey Miller have argued that, at all levels, “[f]ood is a lingua franca that every
student can understand…. Using this relationship as a way to connect a student to the lessons of
history can provide an effective entrée… into many periods, topics, and approaches to the
teaching of history.”81 For the historian and history teacher alike, creating a global culinary
Middle Ages would seem a worthy project.
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EXCERPT: The Rule of St. Benedict
St. Benedict of Nursia (c.480–550 CE) established a monastery – a community for
monks – south of Rome at Monte Cassino. There, he developed a system of rules to
guide every aspect of the lives of the community’s monks. This came to be known as
the Rule of St. Benedict, and it became the norm for all monastic life in Western
Europe in the Middle Ages.
In the chapter below, Benedict establishes regulations around the consumption of
food in the monastery.

CHAPTER 39: THE PROPER AMOUNT OF FOOD
For the daily meals, whether at noon or in midafternoon, it is enough, we believe,
to provide all tables with two kinds of cooked food because of individual
weaknesses. In this way, the person who may not be able to eat one kind of food
may partake of the other.
Two kinds of cooked food, therefore, should suffice for all the brothers, and if fruit
or fresh vegetables are available, a third dish may also be added. A generous pound
of bread is enough for a day, whether for only one meal or for both dinner and
supper.
Should it happen that the day’s work is heavier than usual, the abbot may
decide—and he will have the authority—to grant something additional, provided
that it is appropriate, and that, above all, overindulgence is avoided, lest a monk
experience indigestion. For nothing is so inconsistent with the life of any Christian
as overindulgence. Our Lord says: Take care that your hearts are not weighted down with
overindulgence.
Young boys should not receive the same amount as their elders, but less, since in all
matter frugality is the rule.
Let everyone, except the sick who are very weak, abstain entirely from eating the
meat of four-footed animals.

Source: Timothy Fry, ed., The Rule of St. Benedict (New York: Vintage Spiritual Classics, 1981), 40-41.
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EXCERPT: The Canterbury Tales – The Parson’s Tale
The Canterbury Tales were written in England (c. 1386 CE) by Geoffrey Chaucer. The
poem is about a group of people traveling together on a pilgrimage from London to
visit religious sites in the city of Canterbury. These pilgrims represented various parts
of medieval English society. To pass the time as they ride, they decide to tell stories.
These Tales are valuable to historians for what they reveal about medieval culture.
The following excerpt from a section called The Parson’s Tale is a reflection on the
nature on one of the “Seven Deadly Sins” – gluttony – and the ways in which the sin
can be remedied.

After Avarice [greed] comes Gluttony, which is expressly against the commandment
of God. Gluttony is immoderate appetite to eat or to drink…. This sin corrupted all
this world, as is shown in the sin of Adam and of Eve.
This sin has many species.
The first is to eat before time to eat.
The second is when a man gets himself too delicate food or drink.
The third is when men take too much beyond moderation.
The fourth is elaborate preparation, with intent to adorn his food.
The fifth is to eat too greedily.
These are the five fingers of the devil’s hand, by which he draws folk to sin.
Against Gluttony the remedy is abstinence… The fellows of abstinence are
temperance; also shame, that renounces all disgrace; satisfaction, that seeks no rich
foods nor drinks, and does not care for excessive decoration of food; moderation also,
that restrains by reason the unrestrained appetite of eating; soberness also, that
restrains the excesses of drink; frugality also, that restrains the delicate ease to sit long
at his food and luxuriously, therefore some folk stand of their own will to have less
time to eat.

Source: “The Parson’s Prologue and Tale,” Harvard’s Geoffrey Chaucer Website, accessed January 24, 2020,
https://chaucer.fas.harvard.edu/pages/parsons-prologue-and-tale.
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Medieval Recipe: Garbage
The following recipe was recorded in a 15th-century English cookery book.
This recipe is typical of such cookery books, which were kept as references for trained
chefs working in grand noble households. It is likely that these books were also used
by servants responsible for keeping kitchen supplies well-stocked, and for ensuring
that there was as little waste and theft as possible.
Key terms:
• “Garbage,” in this instance, refers to animal entrails
• Mutton is the meat of sheep
• Saffron, nutmeg, and cloves are all spices

Take fair garbage of chickens, as the head, the feet, the liver, and the gizzard;
wash them clean, and [put] them in a fair pot, and [add] there-to fresh broth
of beef or else of mutton, and let it boil; and mix it with bread, and lay on
pepper and saffron, nutmeg, cloves, and a little [apple juice] and salt, and
serve as a stew.

Source: Two Fifteenth-Century Cookery-Books, ed. Thomas Austin, EETS, original series, no. 91 (London, 1888),
quoted in Martha Carlin, “Fast Food and Urban Living Standards in Medieval England,” in Food and Eating in
Medieval Europe, ed. Martha Carlin and Joel Rosenthal (London: The Hamledon Press, 1998), 40.
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Menu: The Main Meal of the Day in an Elite Household
The following menu comes from the mid-15 century English Book of Nurture, which was
designed to give an aspiring servant a preview of the kind of life he could expect in a great
household. Key terms:
• Pottage was a soup or stew
• Subtleties were special, decorative dishes designed to look like something else,
and often were not even intended to be eaten
th

THE FIRST COURSE
Mustard with brawn of boar
Pottage: vegetable
Beef
Mutton
Stewed pheasant
Swan chaudon: a sauce made with giblets
Capon
Pork
Baked venison
Leche Lombard: a sliced pudding of pork, dried fruit with egg, and a sauce of wine & almond milk
Friture viant: a meat fritter
A subtlety: the Annunciation of the Virgin
THE SECOND COURSE
Two pottages, a blanc manger (ground chicken with rice and almond milk), and a jelly
Roast venison or roast rabbit
Bustard, stork, crane, peacock dressed in its feathers
Young herons, bittern with bread |Partridge, woodcock, plover, egret, young rabbits |Other larger birds
Larks
Sea bream
Docuet (a dish of egg, sugar, and cream), pain puff (a filled pastry), with a jelly
A fritter
A subtlety: an angel singing to three shepherds on a hill
THE THIRD COURSE
Cream of almonds and malmeny (minced poultry)
Roast curlew, snipe, quail, sparrows
Perch in jelly; crayfish; another fish dish
Baked quince
Sage fritter
A subtlety: the visit of the Three Kings to the Virgin
Fruit: blaunderels or pippins, with a caraway confit
Wafers and hippocras
Source: Manners and meals in olden time, ed. F.J. Furnivall (EETS, OS, 32; 1868), quoted in C.M. Woolgar, The
Culture of Food in England, 1200-1500 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2016), 20.
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Illustrations from the Luttrell Psalter
A psalter is a book containing the psalms of the Bible, often accompanied by
additional religious material. They were the books most widely owned by elite nobles
in the Middle Ages. Many Psalters were richly illustrated.
The Luttrell Psalter was commissioned by Sir Geoffrey Luttrell (1276-1345), the head
of an English noble household, and included the illustrations below, depicting a feast
in Sir Geoffrey’s home.

Source: “Luttrell Psalter,” British Library: Collection Items, accessed January 24, 2020,
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/the-luttrell-psalter.
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Miniature: The Temperate and the Intemperate (c. 1475)
This large “miniature” (picture) appeared in a 15th century illuminated manuscript
containing a French translated The Memorable Deeds and Sayings of the Romans, a
1st century Latin text by Valerius Maximus. The manuscript was commissioned by the
abbot of a Cistercian Abbey in Flanders.
The illustration accompanies a section of the text entitled Concerning Morals and
Customs. It is credited to an artist known to us as Master of the Dresden Prayer Book.

Source: “The Temperate and the Intemperate,” The Paul J. Getty Museum, accessed January 24, 2020, ,
http://www.getty.edu/art/collection/objects/105137/master-of-the-dresden-prayer-book-the-temperate-and-theintemperate-flemish-about-1475-1480.
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EXCERPT: The Land of Cockayne
In the 1300s, popular poems about the imaginary Land of Cockaygne emerged
across medieval Europe. The most widely-known version dates from 1350, copied
down in a friar’s notebook in Ireland.

This is about that idyllic land of Cockaigne
Of livelihoods there are plenty
That men do in all the lands
Of keeping body and soul together.
Hear this, what I have to say!
I came lately on a land
There it was strange and unknown.
Now listen well, for 'tis wondrous true
What God the people there has commanded:
In that land to live and to be,
Without work and without pain!
This word the people will believe.
Has seen anyone a better land
Than that land of Cockaigne?
This is the land of the Holy Ghost;
Those who longest sleep, earn the most.
The whole day long no one does work,
Whether old, young, weak or strong.
There no one suffers shortages,
The walls are there made of sausages.
There are the windows and the doors
Made of salmon and of sturgeon.
The tabletops are made out of pancakes,
Of beer are made the jugs.
The plates that are in the house
Are all of the finest gold.
The bread lies next to the wine
Which is as clear as the sunshine.

Source: Herman Pleij, Dreaming of Cockaigne: Medieval Fantasies of the Perfect Life, trans. Diane Webb (New
York, Columbia University Press, 2001), 33.
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A Truce at the Byzantine Empire’s Northern Frontier
In the 7th century, Byzantine writer Theophylact Simocatta recorded events
surrounding a 6th century standoff at Byzantium’s northern frontier, where imperial
troops defended against Avar invaders. Under siege as winter wore on and the
Eastern Orthodox Feast of the Passion and Resurrection approached, the Byzantine
troops faced the possibility of a famine, and were surprised when the opposing Avar
“Khagan miraculously made an offer” to relieve them.

[A]fter guarantees from both sides a five-day truce was agreed: fears were
allayed, and the Khagan sent wagons laden with food to the starving
[Byzantines]. This instance of enemy compassion is still counted as a miracle.
Three days later, while the Romans were enjoying this unexpected windfall,
the Khagan sent [Byzantine general] Priscus a request for some Indian spices.
The general, in response, sent pepper, tejpat, cassia and putchuk, and the
enemy leader took great pleasure in these exotic aromas. During the
subsequent cease-fire, which lasted until the [Byzantines] had celebrated their
great public festival, the two forces mingled with no fear on either side.

Theophylact Simocatta, Histories 7.13.1-7, quoted in Andrew Dalby, Tastes of Byzantium: The Cuisine of a
Legendary Empire (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 43.
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Medieval Recipe: Turk’s Head
Turk’s Head was a sweet-and-sour savory pie that came into being in 14th century
Europe. The dish was designed to look like a stereotypical Arab. The recipe below
likely dates from c.1320-40.

Here is a dish which is called Turk’s Head.
Take pork and hens and cut into small pieces; then grind in a mortar, and put
in good spices and saffron; put in plenty of eggs, some bread, and some whole
almonds; all of the above-mentioned ingredients are to be ground together
thoroughly in a mortar.
Then take a well-washed pig’s stomach, stuff with the filling, and cook well;
when it is done, take a skewer and pierce it through the middle and remove
the skin [i.e., the stomach]; then take the egg yolks and beat them well with
sugar in a bowl, and brush the roast all over.
Roast until the glaze has set.
Then put sugar on top, then a generous layer of ground pistachio nuts; the
color of the ground nuts, red, yellow, and green. The head [of hair] should be
black arranged to resemble the hair of a woman, in a black bowl, with the
face of a man set on top.

Source: Constance B. Hieatt and Robin F. Jones, “Two Anglo-Norman Culinary Collections Edited from British
Library Manuscripts Additional 32085 and Royal 12.C.xii,” Speculum 61, no. 4 (1986): 876–877.
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EXCERPT: Life of St. Margaret of Cortona
Remarkable evidence survives of medieval religious women reported to have practiced
extreme fasting as a form of spiritual devotion. Hagiographies (biographies of saints)
are our most important source on the lives of these figures.
According to her hagiography, the 13th-century Margaret of Cortona (a town in
Tuscany) received a vision of Christ, in which he told her, “In this life, Christians cannot
be perfect unless they restrain their appetites from vices, for without abstinence from
food and drink the war of the flesh will never end.” Margaret went on to live a life a
self-denial, serving the poor in the manner of St. Francis of Assisi, although the text
indicates that she struggled to achieve the perfection she sought. Her biographer
records the below lamentation that Margaret is alleged to have made at one such
moment of crisis.

Oh my body, why do you not help me to serve my creator and redeemer?
Why are you not as quick to obey as you were to disobey His commands? Do
not lament, do not cry, do not pretend to be half dead. You will bear the
weight that I place on your shoulders, all of it, just as at one time you bore it
to displease our Creator…. I not only wish to abstain from bodily food but I
wish to die a thousand times a day, were in possible, in this mortal life of
mine.
I want to die of starvation to satiate the poor.

Source: Lodovico de Pelago, Antica leggenda della vita e de’ miracoli di S. Margherita di Cortona scritta dal di lei
confessore Fr. Giunta Bevegnati (Lucca, 1793, quoted in Rudolph M. Bell, Holy Anorexia (Chicago, University of
Chicago Press, 1985), 101-102.
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Nasty, Brutish, and Short:
The Middle Ages in a High School History Text
The focus of my Academic Research Project is medieval food. I’ve looked in particular at
the historiography of food and the Middle Ages, and the role culinary history could play in
moving closer to something resembling global medieval history. Given the need to dispel “a
toxic nostalgia for nonexistent eras of [medieval] ethnic homogeneity92” that has taken hold in
growing segments of today’s culture, I’m especially interested in ways in which a constructive
history of the Middle Ages can be taught at the secondary level. A review of the treatment of the
Middle Ages in the 2009 edition of McDougal Littell’s World History: Patterns of Interaction
reveals a number of problems.
A challenging question presented by embarking on a brief critique such as this is around
which segment of a World History text to analyze. Patterns of Interaction is relatively
exhaustive in its geographical of the medieval period (for the sake of simplicity, c.500-1500
C.E.), from the Americas to sub-Saharan Africa to East Asia to Europe and the Middle East. I
chose to critique the two chapters that cover Europe in the period. While this may seem contrary
to the notion of moving away from a Eurocentric Middle Ages, my aim here is to understand the
degree to which textbook treatment of medieval Europe makes global connections. My critique
will first evaluate overall strengths and weaknesses of these chapters and then consider its
treatment of Muslims and food, respectively.
Chapter Thirteen of the text is entitled “European Middle Ages” and includes sections on
the rise of Charlemagne and the Holy Roman Empire; “Feudalism in Europe,” “The Age of
Chivalry,” and the growing power of the church. Chapter Fourteen, “The Formation of Western
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Europe,” covers church reform movements and The Crusades; urbanization and commerce;
political developments in England and France; and the disasters of the fourteenth century. A
general asset of the textbook is a set of comparative timelines at the beginning of each chapter,
which overlay key chapter developments with contemporaneous events elsewhere. So, for
example, we see that Charlemagne’s reign coincided with what we believe was the height of the
Kingdom of Ghana in West Africa, and that classical Mayan civilization ended around the same
time Viking incursions into Europe reached their apex. These chapters are also sound in
emphasizing the tripartite classical, Christian, and Germanic foundations of the societies that
emerged in Western Europe after the fall of Rome.93 The chapters also build a continuous
storyline about evolving conflicts between church and state, although the litany of kings and
regnal dates is particularly stereotypical textbook fodder. Change over time as a theme is
frequently emphasized through maps and consistent chronological contextualization.
Overall, though, the text tends too often to fall back on a paint-by-numbers caricature of
the Middle Ages and to resort to colorful sidebars illustrating siege weaponry, plague rats, and
manorial maps. Indeed, a whole chapter section is dedicated to “Feudalism,” despite the fact that
medieval historians debunked the notion of a “feudal system” in the 1970s!94 In other words, the
historiography informing the text is alarmingly outdated; there must be a way of making
nuanced, twenty-first century interpretations of the period digestible for secondary students
without oversimplifying. Parts of the text come close to promoting presentism. In a section on
the role of the church in society, it states that, “[r]eligious holidays, especially Christmas and
Easter, were occasions for festive celebrations,”95 without attempting to address, even in brief,
how such holidays and celebrations differed from their twenty-first century counterparts.
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Muslims appear in the chapters almost exclusively as homogenous antagonists of the
Western Europeans at the center of the story. There’s a consistent thread: “In southern Europe,
the fear of coastal attacks by Muslims… spurred many people to become Christians in the
600s.”96 Charles Martel defeated Muslim “raiders” in 732, making him a “Christian hero.”
Within a few generations, Charlemagne was fighting Muslims in Spain.97 Discussion of the
Crusades is especially bleak: they “left a legacy of distrust between Christians and Muslims that
continues to the present,”98 students read. Later, the text elaborates: “For Muslims, the
intolerance and prejudice displayed by Christians in the Holy Land left behind a legacy of
bitterness and hatred. This legacy continues to the present.”99 Also notable about the treatment of
the Crusades is that the massacres of Jewish communities in Germany by crusaders en route to
the Holy Land100 are left out entirely. The publishers do manage space for a sidebar comparing
medieval epic poetry to contemporary epic film, making mention of Braveheart, the Star Wars
franchise, and even, uncritically, Birth of a Nation.101
Food is referenced only with respect to production and matters of peasant subsistence,102
with passing references made to regional trade and fairs,103 and to the spice trade and associated
contacts between Italian, Byzantine, North African, and Southwest Asian merchants.104 In other
words, there is a clear opportunity to enliven the chapters by engaging with the question of how
medieval people thought about food, drink, and their world and by exploring global connections
beyond the almost civilizational sorts of conflicts the text seems to portray.
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NOTE: I envision this textbook section supplementing the chapters in World History: Patterns
of Interaction that I discussed in my above textbook critique.

Living in the Medieval World: Food and Eating
Myths tend to be prominent in present-day understandings of the Middle Ages, and
views of how medieval people ate are no exception. For example:
•

Contrary to popular belief, medieval people didn’t use spices to mask the
flavor of rancid meat.

•

Not all of the food was brown, either – colorful dishes, likely inspired by
Middle Eastern techniques, became especially popular in noble households.

•

And the image of messy eaters gnawing on gargantuan haunches of meat
and then tossing the bones to the dogs? Unfair – we know that many books
were written just on the topic of table manners, and even peasants washed
their hands before meals.

Eating and drinking is a basic, universal aspect of life across time and place, and
understanding how medieval people experienced these things tells us a lot about
their world. Exploring food in medieval Europe also reveals surprising connections
to other parts of the globe.

How Medieval Europeans Thought About Food
Typically, medieval Europeans ate two meals a day, the larger of the two being
“dinner” around noon, with a light supper in the evening. Dinner tended to be such
a heavy meal that it was typically followed by a nap or rest. Central to the style of
cuisine enjoyed by wealthier members of society was the pairing of thin, acidic
sauces with meats and fish. These sauces were prepared using costly, exotic
imported spices, most prominently among them black pepper, cinnamon, ginger,
and saffron. Sweet items that we would consider appropriate for dessert – like
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raisins and figs – often featured in savory dishes. A contemporary approximation of
the resulting sensation might be found in Chinese-American style Sweet-and-Sour
Pork or Chicken.

The Role of Spirituality
We have already seen how much medieval daily life was shaped by the
Church and Christine doctrine. Dietary practices and ideas were very much
influenced by religious devotion. Food, after all, plays a central role in the Christian
sacred texts, from Adam and Eve eating of the forbidden fruit in the Book of
Genesis to the New Testament Gospel stories of the Last Supper. The Last Supper is
recalled in the Eucharist (Holy Communion) – one of the central acts of Christian
worship, consisting of the holy meal of bread and wine representing Christ’s body
and blood. “Give us this day our daily bread,” goes the Lord’s Prayer. As you have
read, Christian writers of Late Antiquity developed the concept of the Seven Deadly
Sins, among which was gluttony: habitual greed or excess in eating.

This sin became associated with Adam and Eve’s consumption of the apple in
Genesis, and preoccupied people of both the clergy and the laity in the Middle
Ages. To take a meal or snack at an abnormal time of day was considered
gluttonous. In order to help further guard against overindulgence, medieval
Christians practiced regular abstinence from certain foodstuffs. Custom varied
across place and time, but generally people fasted at least three days a week and
through certain periods of the year, including over the course of 40 days for Lent.
This form of fasting did not mean total avoidance of food and drink but rather the
substitution of fish for meat. Fish–which had survived the Biblical Flood without
needing to seek refuge on Noah’s Ark–were seen as free of sin. Sometimes,
medieval people found creative ways around these restrictions. By the early
modern period, beavers had been hunted into extinction in England; they swim
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with their tails, the argument went, and so could be considered a kind of fish!
Clergymen and women observed more rigorous limitations than lay people.

Across society at all levels, food and spirituality were intimately connected.

The Four Humors
In addition to religious considerations, medieval people made choices about food
intake based on ideas around physiology and health. Medieval beliefs about
medicine and health were based on the writings of the Greek physician Galen (d.
c.210 C.E.), who held that the body consisted of four humors (fluids). These
corresponded to the four elements (earth, water, air, fire), associated with four
qualities (cold, hot, moist, dry). In order to stay healthy, keeping the four humors in
the proper balance was critical. All food was also believed to have humoral
qualities. Thus, for medieval people, the food you ate and the way ingredients were
prepared and cooked influenced your humoral balance. Beef, associated with
coldness and dryness, came with melancholic (depressive) properties. A person
who tended to have a gloomy humoral makeup, then, would be advised to limit
their beef consumption in order to avoid making matters worse. Medieval
physicians wrote extensively on food intake, and even prescribed recipes and
cooking techniques based on optimal regulation of the four humors. In these texts
we find guidance such as this: “Onions, leeks, and garlic lose their bad humours if
boiled twice.”

Elite Dining
Fasting, concern for gluttony, and the need to keep one’s humors in check did not
prevent medieval people from enjoying food. Meals in great noble households
tended to be highly abundant, elaborate, and ceremonial. The medieval feast looms
large in the popular imagination today – look no further than Game of Thrones –
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and, in this instance, with good reason. Customs varied across different parts of
Europe, but mid-day noble dinners tended to consist of two to three courses, each
consisting of a range of dishes from which each diner chose. Most dishes were
served on large slices of bread called trenchers. A single course at such a meal
could include, for example, wild boar, vegetable stew, beef, mutton, pheasant,
swan, chicken, pork, venison, and savory puddings and tarts, each dish prepared
with care given to harnessing its beneficial humoral properties. In between courses,
ornate subtleties – special dishes designed to portray objects or even Biblical
scenes, and often not even intended to be eaten – were presented to delight those
around the table. Entertainment in the form of dancing or comedic displays
(mummery) often featured at meals.

These dinners were, above all else, opportunities for the nobility to make
ostentatious displays of their wealth and power. The great households employed
male cooks to lead the preparation of food and manage the kitchen, often housed
separately from the main building to reduce fire hazards and spare the noble family
from the clamor and smells that went along with food preparation. Prayers and a
blessing of food preceded every meal. As for leftovers, it was standard practice for
noble households to supply alms (donations) of food to the local needy, as a matter
of honor.

The Common Table
We know a great deal about elite eating habits based on written sources like
household records and personal correspondence. While relatively little direct
written evidence about peasants’ lives exists, historians have been able to draw
conclusions about their lifestyles from sources such as court records and physical
artifacts. Cereals (rye, barley, and oats) were at the center of the common diet,
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supplemented mainly by small amounts of dairy and pork. The more fortunate
were also able to keep small gardens.

Food scarcity was a serious danger. Bad weather and poor harvests could mean
starvation. The Great Famine of the 14th century, resulting from colder weather
linked to climate change, claimed 10-15% of England’s population. In the 1300s,
popular poems about the imaginary Land of Cockaygne emerged, telling of an
Earthly paradise where, among other things, rivers flowed with milk, honey, and
wine, suggesting a longing for a land of plenty, free of the risk of famine.

Following the Black Death in the 14th century, standards of living increased – a
smaller population meant greater abundance of resources – and meat, in
particular, become a more regular staple of the peasant diet.

While the kitchens of powerful nobles were staffed by male master cooks, it was
women who were responsible for food production in peasant households. Cooking
was done over a hearth – often little more than a crude, open flame. These fires
were kept burning at almost all times, and doubled as a source of heat. Accidents
were common; a 13th century record from the Bedfordshire Coroners’ Rolls is
representative:

“On 12 Aug. 1267 William Blaunche’s daughters, Muriel
aged almost 6 and Beatrice aged almost 3, were in his
house in Great Bardford, William and his wife being in the
field, when a fire broke out in the house and burned it
together with Beatrice.”
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Women also brewed ale in the home, not only to supply the family but in many
cases to sell in the village, as well. Brewing is a male-dominated industry today, but
at the time of the High Middle Ages (c. 1300 C.E.), women – known as brewsters –
dominated the trade.

Monks and Nuns
Life in monasteries, as we’ve seen, was highly regulated. Such regulation extended
to food and drink; the monastic life, after all, was inspired the asceticism (selfdenial) of the 3rd and 4th century desert fathers. The Rule of St. Benedict stipulated
that monks were to have two meals each day with no more than two cooked dishes
at each, as well as a limited amount of wine and a pound of bread. Today, on
average, your average English person consumes one-fifth that amount of bread,
demonstrating the importance of grain to the medieval diet.

While lay people only abstained from the meat of four-legged animals during
fasting days, the Rule prohibited monks from consuming it at any time. As
monasteries grew and accumulated wealth, though, there was often a tendency
toward a generous interpretation of the Rule. Some high medieval literature
featured portly monks, known for enjoying a good meal. At other times, monks
protested the allowances granted by their abbots (heads of monasteries). In 1114,
England’s King Henry I was compelled to intervene in a quarrel at Abingdon Abbey
between an abbot and his monks, discontent with their rations of cheese.

At some of the grandest monastic establishments, abbots–with their private
residences and cooks–emulated the great feasts of noble households. We even
have tales of officials in some monasteries having occasion to enjoy a festive meal
and enjoy dancing and singing with visiting nuns afterward. Like the noble
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households, monasteries also set aside charitable contributions to the poor in the
form of bread, ale, and prepared foods.

Nuns, too, were subject to the Rule. Nunneries were generally not as well-endowed
as monasteries, and nuns’ diets were in some instances quite poor. Separately,
remarkable evidence survives of individual religious women reported to have
practiced extreme fasting. An early 15th century English writer told of a “Joan the
Meatless” from Norfolk, so-called because she was “proven” to have gone without
food or drink for fifteen years, surviving only on the eucharist. Many hagiographies
(biographies of saints) tell us of similar women. According to her hagiography, the
13th-century St. Margaret of Cortona (a town in Tuscany, Italy) received a vision of
Christ, in which he told her, “In this life, Christians cannot be perfect unless they
restrain their appetites from vices, for without abstinence from food and drink the
war of the flesh will never end.” Margaret goes on to live a life a self-denial, serving
the poor in the manner of St. Francis of Assisi. These sorts of writings may not
simply represent the esteem in which moderation and self-control were held, but
also signal the unique meanings food could hold for religious women – whether or
not Joan truly went “meatless” for fifteen years.

As British as Fish & Chips: Cultural Diffusion
It’s estimated that the British public now consumes 382 million helpings of “fish and
chips” each year, representing six servings per Briton. The fried delight is often
referred to as the “national dish” of the UK. Its origins can be traced to the Middle
Ages – not to England, however, but to the Islamic World. As you know, the Abbasid
Caliphate established itself in Baghdad in the 8th century, adopting many of the
trappings of Persian royal court life in the process; the Persian Sassanian Empire
had fallen to the Muslims under the caliph Uthman in the 650s. Abbasid cooks were
quick to adopt Persian recipes. Among the favorite dishes of the great caliph Harun
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al-Rashid (r. 786-809 C.E.) was a Persian stew of meat and vinegar known as sikbāj.
Indeed, sikbāj became popular throughout the rapidly-expanding Abode of Islam; in
this period, it made its way into Muslim Spain, where it was adapted as a dish of
fried fish with vinegar and onions that they called escabeche. In time, Jewish
communities in the Andalusian Peninsula re-adapted this interpretation as pescado
frito – fish that was fried and then eaten cold with vinegar. Upon the expulsion of
Jews and Muslims from Spain under King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella in 1492,
Jewish refugees into England brought pescado frito with them. As the Jewish
population of England grew in the centuries to follow, the popularity of the dish
would expand and, by the latter half of the 19th century, was being battered and
fried and paired with the potatoes that had since been introduced from the New
World. Britain’s “national dish,” actually came to it by way of Persia, the courts of the
Abbasid Caliphs, and the Jewish communities of al-Andalus. Versions of pescado
frito also traveled from Spain via conquistadors to the New World (where it was
adapted as a dish of raw fish with chili – the origins of modern ceviche) and from
Portugal via Jesuit missionaries to Japan (ultimately taking the form of tempura).

The dramatic journeys and transformations of sikbāj demonstrate that the
medieval world was more connected than stereotypical views of the period might
suggest. Medieval Europeans borrowed liberally from the Muslims with whom they
came into contact. Middle Eastern cuisine was far more sophisticated than its
European counterpart – except where it came to fish. Given their customary
abstentions from meat in favor of fish, Europeans had developed an especial knack
for fish in spicy sauces, which Arab Muslims happily adopted.

The Spice Trade
Perhaps the most dramatic example of cultural diffusion and connectivity in the
Middle Ages concerns the spice trade. Dishes prepared with a combination of
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dynamic spices were extremely fashionable. Those who could afford to do so – the
great households – paid significant sums to keep a variety of trendy spices on hand.
Spices were a conspicuous sign of wealth, and nobles liked to show them off.
Spices, like all foodstuffs, were seen to have humoral properties, and this factored
into how people used them. In particular, they were often associated with heat and
dryness, and were seen to balance out the moist, cold properties of certain meats
and fish. In addition to flavoring dishes, spices were used for medicinal purposes
and as aromatics. It is perhaps no surprise that, in a society in which awful smells
were to be found all around, the ability to create beautiful perfumes and incense
was highly prized.

Where did the spices come from? In short, “the East”: that is, from different parts of
Asia. Pepper and cinnamon came from India and Sri Lanka; ginger from China;
cloves and nutmeg from Indonesia. This made Europe part of an interconnected
medieval world, perhaps epitomized by the writings of Marco Polo. To access these
far off goods, European traders embarked on challenging voyages through the
Middle East and Africa, facing both physical danger and burdensome taxes. Back
home in Europe, fanciful tales developed around the spices and the mysterious
lands from which they came. In these myths, for example, pepper trees in faraway
lands are guarded by giant snakes. The mythology of spices made them that much
more mysterious, their expense that much easier to justify.

Muslims controlled the relevant land and sea routes to Asia from Europe. The
notion of circumventing these routes became increasingly attractive to European
traders. In the 15th century, European monarchs became convinced of the
economic potential of gaining direct access to the sources of spices that loomed so
large in the imagination. Thus began the age of exploration and colonization, about
which you will read in a later chapter. As one historian has reflected: “The starting
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point for European expansion had nothing to do with the rise of any religion or the
rise of capitalism – but it had a great deal to do with pepper.”
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